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Starbucks®
Christmas

18.95
A holiday tradition

returns—blending lively Latin
American beans, mellow

Indonesian coffees and rare
aged Sumatra

Starbucks®
Christmas

Blend
12.95

Today Christmas Blend
continues to bring bright, lively

Latin American coffees together
with smooth, mellow Indonesian

coffees, including rare aged
beans from Sumatra. The aged
coffee dramatically balances the
overall flavor to create luscious,

sweet spice notes.
Crafting this coffee embodies

the best of everything we
do—sourcing, roasting,

blending, exploring, perfecting
and sharing. It’s one of our most

Starbucks®
Holiday
Blend

18.95
The holidays are full of

surprises—especially this
reimagined Holiday Blend. Our
newest creation is crafted with

vibrant Latin American and
smooth Indonesian coffees. The

result is complex yet
approachable, elegant yet

versatile, hearty yet smooth. It’s
a balance of herbal and sweet

maple notes that pairs
beautifully with everything your
holiday season has in store for

you.
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Starbucks

Coffee
Dark roast coffee
Price: 17.99
Delicious!
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Starbucks

Breakfast Blend
15.95

There are morning people. And there are others who decidedly are not morning people. Although the gulf
between these two types is huge, we think all can agree that our Breakfast Blend is one fine coffee. It’s a

gathering of Latin American beans chosen for their sparkling flavour. Kind of like orange juice and the way
it dances on your tongue, this coffee has a get-up-and-going charge to it. But we roast these beans a little
lighter than we usually do. So the flavour is lighter-bodied and milder – just a nudge really. What you get is

a nice, clean taste with a sunny disposition. Whether your cup is half full or half empty, it’s all good.
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Starbucks

Starbucks®
Christmas Blend
Price: 12.95
Today Christmas Blend continues to bring bright,
lively Latin American coffees together with
smooth, mellow Indonesian coffees, including
rare aged beans from Sumatra. The aged coffee
dramatically balances the overall flavor to create
luscious, sweet spice notes.
Crafting this coffee embodies the best of
everything we do—sourcing, roasting, blending,
exploring, perfecting and sharing. It’s one of our
most cherished traditions—made for you to
savor season after season.

Starbucks VIA®
Peppermint Mocha
Price:
Specially designed to be made with hot milk,
Starbucks VIA® Peppermint Mocha Flavoured
Coffee is made from real Starbucks® coffee,
premium cocoa, natural peppermint flavour and
pure cane sugar.
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Starbucks

Starbucks® Christmas
18.95

A holiday tradition returns—blending lively Latin American beans, mellow Indonesian coffees and rare
aged Sumatra
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Starbucks

Starbucks® Christmas
Price: 18.95

A holiday tradition returns—blending lively Latin American beans, mellow Indonesian coffees and rare
aged Sumatra
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Starbucks

Breakfast Blend
Price: 15.95
There are morning people. And there are others
who decidedly are not morning people. Although
the gulf between these two types is huge, we
think all can agree that our Breakfast Blend is
one fine coffee. It’s a gathering of Latin
American beans chosen for their sparkling
flavour. Kind of like orange juice and the way it
dances on your tongue, this coffee has a get-up-
and-going charge to it. But we roast these beans
a little lighter than we usually do. So the flavour
is lighter-bodied and milder – just a nudge really.
What you get is a nice, clean taste with a sunny
disposition. Whether your cup is half full or half
empty, it’s all good.

Caffè Verona®
Price: 16.95
If Cupid used coffee instead of arrows, this blend
might well be his weapon of choice. Caffè
Verona® is a seductive blend of beans from
Latin America and Indonesia, with a gentle touch
of Italian Roast lending depth, soul and
sweetness. Because this delectable combination
pairs so very well with chocolate, it has become
a Valentine’s Day favourite – and the coffee we
most associate with romance. Bella, Bella! P.S.:
Literature lovers out there will recognize Verona
as the city where Shakespeare set Romeo and
Juliet. Although the play ends in tragedy, we’d
like you to know that every cup of this coffee has
a happy ending.
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Starbucks

Starbucks®
Christmas
Price: 18.95
A holiday tradition returns—blending lively Latin
American beans, mellow Indonesian coffees and
rare aged Sumatra

Instant 400 12.95
A holiday tradition returns—blending lively Latin American beans, mellow Indonesian coffees and rare aged
Sumatra.
Our artful blend of instant and microground 100% arabica coffee sparks the season of extraordinary
joy—wherever, whenever.

Ground 500 18.95
A holiday tradition returns—blending lively Latin American beans, mellow Indonesian coffees and rare aged
Sumatra.
This artful blend of ground coffees complements the flavours of the season—and all your happy gatherings.

 Variants
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Starbucks

Hello
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